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jefdesigns studio believes an artfully designed space creates a serene environment, 

one that quiets the noise of the world and allows us to relax and be at peace. our 

nature-inspired, modern images are thoughtfully designed and crafted in the us.

hospitality

Sandton Sun Hotel 

Pearl Marriot Residence Hotel 

Royal Hawaiian Resort 

Adara Hotel at Whistler 

Sinju Sushi 

Stingaree Lounge

Nordstrom

corporate

United Health Group 

Microsoft 

Advantis Credit Union 

Columbia Bank Bldg 

Columbia Sportswear 

International Paper 

Splunk>

health and wellness

Kaiser Permanente 

Mountain Aire Dental 

Sierk Orthodontics

select project list

jefdesigns wall graphics... enhance your space.
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jefdesigns was selected by studio art direct for the kaiser permanente rebranding 

project. since 2011, we have provided custom imagery, compositions and specified

color palettes for six locations.

westside hospital + medical center 

jefdesigns created the concept of a different Oregon theme for each floor of the 

hospital and medical center: forest, coast, wildlife and waterfall. 250 designs were 

printed on heat sublimated panels and range in size from 2’ x 8’ to 8’ x 8’. 

kaiser permanente 
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north lancaster medical office 

six waterfall, forest and botanic designs 

for the waiting area. gallery wrapped 

canvas prints measure 6’ x  6’.

medical group 

oregon woodland design with mt. hood 

for kaiser’s executive health and wellness 

center.  wallpaper measures 29’ x 12’  

mt. scott medical office 

glass windscreen of  oregon wildlife 

landscape. etching by juno architectural 

glass. measurements are 28’ x 6’. 
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sunset medical office 

15 designs currently being installed. 13 oregon scenes printed 

on heat-sublimated panels, each 8’ x 8’. and two versions of a 

botanic design for the check-in area. sizes average 29’ x 12’.
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in 2012, jefdesigns was selected by sum design studio for the advantis credit union 

rebranding project. we provided custom imagery, compositions and specified color 

palettes for three of their locations.

executive offices  

10 designs illustrating various oregon regions. four triptychs in each wing of the 

executive offices. four panels in the lounge areas and two prints in the boardroom. all 

sized 4’ x 4’, sub-mounted to plexiglass and suspended by brushed metal standoffs.

advantis credit union  
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downtown 

custom design of the portland skyline. print measures 7’ x 

5’, is sub-mounted to plexiglass and suspended by brushed 

metal standoffs.

west linn  

custom design of the oregon city bridge at the border of the 

two towns. print measures 4’ x 5’, is sub-mounted to plexiglass 

and suspended by brushed metal standoffs.
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sinju sushi
jefdesigns was selected by ankrom moisan to create two custom designs of japanese 

cherry blossoms. main dining room diptych measures 5’ x 8’. and the private dining 

room panel is 2’ x 4’. they are sub-mounted to plexiglass and suspended by brushed 

metal standoffs.
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columbia bank bldg. 
jefdesigns was selected by fix studio to provide four tree 

designs, one for each floor. prints measure 4’ x 4’, are  

sub-mounted to plexiglass and suspended by brushed  

metal standoffs.

columbia sportswear
custom northwest tree image for their new york showroom. 

print measures 4’ x 4’, is sub-mounted to plexiglass and 

suspended by brushed metal standoffs.
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sierk orthodontics
4 pacific northwest designs for the 

entryway. framed canvas prints 

measure 3’ x 3’.

nordstrom
two custom, large-scale paintings out 

of latex and wood veneer panel. each 

painting measures 4’ x 6’.

private residence 
custom painting. latex and wood veneer 

panel, measures 3’ x 5’.
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animal collection coast waterfall collectionbotanic collection

pattern collection portland collectionforest collection

themed collections

we have multiple collections in a variety of themes. to view our images

online visit: http://jefdesigns.com/graphic-portfolio/

http://jefdesigns.com/graphic-portfolio/
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located in portland oregon, provides modern wall graphics for 

a variety of commercial projects. our designs are specified for hospitality, healthcare, 

corporate and residential environments. 

we have extensive experience working closely with interior design teams. this includes 

multiple design rounds, creation of custom imagery and color branding to create a 

successful finished product. 

images are available for use as prints, wall panels, wallpaper, etched glass and more. 

we are happy to customize designs with specific colors, woods and/or compositions. 

we also welcome the opportunity to create new, unique images. 

contact us for info, pricing or to discuss your project.

jefdesigns | joe futschik | sales@jefdesigns.com | 503.238.4482 | jefdesigns.com

http://jefdesigns.com

